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Our History

Our first J&K Cabinetry company was originated in Atlanta, Georgia back in 2003, 
with our goal of providing to our customers the highest quality of cabinets available 
at an affordable price.  We are also the manufacturer for our own J&K’s distinctive 
and stylish line of kitchen cabinets and bathroom vanities.  For the past 13 years, J&K 
Cabinetry has been expanding steadily from the East Coast, through the Mid-way 
North and South, and to the West Coast of the U.S. with more than 15 warehouses and 
showroom locations.

J&K Cabinetry continues to grow today as a unique cabinet brand as well as a leading 
cabinet wholesaler in the nation.  One of the keys to our continued success lies in our 
commitment to continually improve both the product quality and the design style with 
our customers’ needs in mind.  For we believe that customer satisfaction is both the 
reward and the guarantee of our successful accomplishment of our company goal.  And 
we value our growth and continued improvements just as our customers do.
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Our Product

As the manufacturer and direct wholesaler of our own J&K’s cabinetry products, we 
are able to eliminate the middle-person cost and significantly reduce the product 
price for our customers, without losing the actual product quality and value. All of 
our cabinets and vanities are constructed with 100% solid wood doors and frames, 
1/2” to 5/8”-thick plywood boxes, soft-close metal door hinges, full-extension 
drawer with soft-close  metal glides, and more.  We insist in making all these 
“optional upgrades” a necessary standard, efficiently improving the overall quality, 
functionality, durability, and value of our products, without adding the burden of 
higher price for our customers.

All J&K’s cabinets are Ready-To-Assemble (RTA) and Semi-Customizable to our 
customers’ specific needs.  As our own manufacturer, we are able to maintain quality 
control and strict supervision over our cabinet production process through high-
tech machinery and detailed hand-crafting.  We also believe that by focusing on the 
excellent craftsmanship and unique designs of our cabinet styles, we can offer a more 
personalized experience for our customers and homeowners when they choose their 
dream kitchens with us.
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                         Welcome 
To Your Dream Kitchen!
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Shown/
TRANSITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet
in Pearl Maple Glazed (H9).
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Door Style / Transitional 
Finished Color / Pearl with Glaze
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Double-stacked
Crown Moldings

Your kitchen — the
heart of 

your home
envisioned in 

new styles.
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Shown/
TRANSITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet
in Greige Maple (K3).
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Your kitchen —
designed to be 

multi-functional 
and stylish.

Semi-customized
Wine Rack
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Door Style / Transitional
Finished Color / Greige 
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Shown/
CONTEMPORARY Kitchen Cabinet
in White Maple (S8).
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Door Style/ Contemporary
Finished Color/ White

Your kitchen — 
a personal 

space in the comfort
of your home.
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Door Style/ Contemporary
Finished Color/ Java Coffee
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Shown/
CONTEMPORARY Kitchen Cabinet
in Java Coffee Maple (S1).
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Shown/
TRANSITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet in Espresso Maple (K8).20



Door Style/ Transitional
Finished Color/ Espresso
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Door Style/ Traditional
Finished Color/ Cinnamon with Glaze
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Shown/
TRADITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet in Cinnamon Maple Glazed (CO66).
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Shown/
TRADITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet
in Mahogany Maple (J5).

Semi-customized 
Sink Base
for farmhouse sink.
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Door Style/ Traditional
Finished Color/ Mahogany
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Door Style/ Traditional
Finished Color/ Creme with Glaze
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Shown/
TRADITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet

in Creme Maple Glazed (A7).
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Door Style/ Traditional
Finished Color/ Chocolate with Glazed

Shown/
TRADITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet
in Chocolate Maple Glazed (M01).
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Door Style/ Traditional
Finished Color/ Mocha with Glaze
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Shown/
TRADITIONAL Kitchen Cabinet
in Mocha Maple Glazed (K10).
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TRANSITIONAL Vanity Cabinet in Espresso Maple (K8) finish.
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TRANSITIONAL Vanity Cabinet
in Greige Maple (K3) finish.
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TRADITIONAL Vanity Cabinet 
in Cinnamon Maple Glazed
(CO66) finish.
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TRADITIONAL Vanity Cabinet
in Mahogany Maple (J5) finish.
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Lazy Susans

Spice Pull-Outs
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Waste Bin Pull-Out Sink Base Tilt-Out Tray

Glass Rack Wine Rack
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Moldings & Fluted Fillers

Large Corbels
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Small Corbels

Onlay Decors
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A7
Creme Maple Glazed

CO66
Cinnamon Maple Glazed

K10
Mocha Maple Glazed

J5
Mahogany Maple

M01
Chocolate Maple Glazed

NOTE/  Product photography in this catalog have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit.  
We strongly recommend you view an actual product sample for best color and wood grain representation.

TRADITIONAL
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NOTE/  Not all door styles and finishes are available at certain locations.  Please check with your local J&K CABINETRY 
showroom for current availability.

H9 — NEW!
Pearl Maple Glazed

H8
Hazel Maple
(Coming Soon!)

H3 — NEW!
Chestnut Maple

K3
Greige Maple

K8
Espresso Maple 

TRANSITIONAL
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S8
White Maple

S2
Almond Maple

S1
Java Coffee Maple

CONTEMPORARY

NOTE/ Product photography in this catalog have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit.  
We strongly recommend you view an actual product sample for best color and wood grain representation.

NOTE/  Not all door styles and finishes are available at certain locations.  Please check with your local J&K CABINETRY 
showroom for current availability.
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Our Environmental Commitment

We believe that healthy environment is a backbone to the happy lives of our customers 
and our society.  In addition to our continued effort to improve our product qualities and 
values, J&K Cabinetry is committed to manufacturing and selling environmental-friendly 
and healthy products for our customers.

J&K cabinets’ hardwood-plywood materials are compliant with “California 93120 Phase 2” 
(CARB 2) standard for formaldehyde.  Our cabinets’ solid wood materials are sourced from 
forests that are responsibly managed in line with the “Forest Stewardship Council” (FSC) 
principles and criteria.  And we use “AkzoNobel”—a leading global company in sustainable 
paints and coatings—for  our cabinet finishes.
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Standard Features

All J&K’s cabinets and vanities are superiorly constructed with 100% solid 
wood and proudly come with the following STANDARD features:

1. Door Panel:  3/4”-thick solid wood; full overlay door.

2. Door Hinge: 6-way adjustable; soft-close metal; hidden Euro-style.

3. Adjustable Shelf: 5/8”-thick cabinet-grade plywood; clear coat finish on all   
sides and edges; with metal shelf rests.

4. Drawer: 1/2”-thick solid wood on all sides; full extension pull-out; dovetail 
construction.

5. Drawer Glide: full extension pull-out; soft-close metal; concealed under-
mount.

6. Plywood Box: 1/2” to 5/8”-thick cabinet-grade plywood; clear coat finish on 
interior sides; matching color finish on exterior sides.

7. Metal Bracket: corner bracket reinforcements in base cabinets for maximum 
stability.

8. Door Bumper: promote quiet-closing and reduce slamming for maximum 
durability.

NOTE: As we continue to improve our product qualities and designs, the actual functionality of 

Door Hinge and Drawer Glide may vary slightly between existing and newest product styles and finishes.  

Please check with your local J&K Cabinetry showroom or dealer for most current updates.
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Finest Furniture Finishes
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NOTE:Not actual product; 
image for reference only.

Our J&K’s solid wood cabinet finishes are 

processed through the following excellent

craftsmanship details:

1. The finest solid maple
wood is sanded until
smooth and vacuumed.

2. An equalizer stain is applied
 to balance the base color of the wood.

3. A toner is applied to establish color 
uniformity.

4. A deep penetrating stain is applied to reveal the hidden beauty of the 
natural grain.

5. All stained surfaces are hand-rubbed and wiped of excess stain, and then 
slowly air-dried.

6. A wood sealer is applied, penetrating all exposed wood surfaces for 
uniform protection.

7. All surfaces are hand-sanded, providing a smooth, consistent surface.

8. A glaze is applied by hand (if applicable).

9. A color consistency examination is performed with additional touch-up 
if needed.

10. A final protective top coat is applied, maximizing resistance to scuffing, 
moisture, fading and most household chemicals.
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Warranty and Terms

J&K CABINETRY WARRANTY

J&K CABINETRY, including its direct wholesaler and/or retailer companies or corporations, busi-
ness entities or groups (collectively as “J&K CABINETRY”), hereby warrants that all cabinets sold 
by J&K CABINETRY are free from unnatural defects in material and workmanship under normal 
use and proper care for the period of ONE (1) YEAR from the date of original purchase.  This War-
ranty is expressly and exclusively limited to the repair or replacement of the defective product(s) at 
the sole discretion of J&K CABINETRY, and does not cover the labor cost for the repair or replace-
ment, removal or transportation of the defective product(s). This Limited Warranty applies only to 
the Original Purchaser and is not transferable to any other party.

This Limited Warranty becomes void if any of the cabinet product(s) and part(s) is altered by the 
Original Purchaser for any reason from its original form.  This Limited Warranty does not cover 
product damages resulting from, but not limited to, 1) improper packaging, shipping, handling, or 
storage; 2) self-modification or customization, self-assembling or disassembling, or self-installa-
tion or demolition; and/or 3) negligence, misuse, abuse, or lack of proper inspection, maintenance, 
or care of the cabinet product(s) and part(s) by the Original Purchaser.

NATURAL OCCURRENCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURES 
NOT COVERED

By purchasing J&K CABINETRY’s solid wood product(s), the Original Purchaser fully acknowl-
edges that all solid wood materials by nature will experience certain degree of expansion and con-
traction, warping and cracking, and/or color variations; these are due to environmental factors 
including, but not limited to, 1) temperature and humidity changes; 2) excessive heat or cold and 
dryness or moisture, or the lack thereof; 3) prolonged exposure to any and all types of light sources, 
smokes, and household chemicals; 4) the aging of natural solid wood; and/or 5) normal wear and 
tear, accidents, or acts of God.  These are considered natural occurrences and not defects in mate-
rial and workmanship, and are not covered under this Limited Warranty.
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UPDATED PRODUCT LINES

J&K CABINETRY periodically updates and makes changes to its product lines and specifications 
without notice. If a warranty claim is filed against obsolete or changed product(s) and repair is not 
possible, J&K CABINETRY reserves the right to replace the product(s) under warranty with the most 
similar item currently available.  J&K CABINETRY cannot guarantee the finished color and style of 
the replacement product(s) will match exactly with the finished color and style of the defective pro-
duct(s).

DISCLAIMERS, ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS, AND INDEMNIFICATIONS

J&K CABINETRY makes no other warranties, and there are no implied warranties, other than those 
set forth herein, and/or extending beyond the terms of this Limited Warranty.  In no event will J&K 
CABINETRY be liable for incidental or consequential damages to the Original Purchaser or to any 
party, including but not limited to damages arising from personal injury, lost profits, loss of business 
opportunity, loss of property, economic losses, or statutory or exemplary damages, whether due to 
negligence, warranty, strict liability or otherwise.  Additionally, the Original Purchaser agrees to in-
demnify, defend, and hold J&K CABINETRY harmless from and against any and all claims, lawsuits, 
civil penalties, losses, or expenses (including attorney’s fees) by any party, or entity, or class, arising 
from but not limited to the acts or omissions, the negligence or fault of the Original Purchaser, or 
its employees, representatives, agents, or contractors.  This indemnification of J&K CABINETRY 
applies irrespective of any negligence by J&K CABINETRY, except to the extent determined in legal 
proceedings that the loss resulted from the sole fault or negligence of J&K CABINETRY.

SUBMITTING A CLAIM

To submit a warranty claim on defective product(s), the Original Purchaser must contact the local 
J&K CABINETRY showroom or dealer from which the product(s) was originally purchased.  The 
Original Purchaser must present a copy of the original Invoice for the product(s) as Proof of Pur-
chase.  If a return of the defective product(s) is required, the Original Purchaser must obtain a proper 
return authorization before sending any product back to the local J&K CABINETRY showroom or 
dealer.  J&K CABINETRY is not responsible for any product sent by the Original Purchaser without 
prior approval or authorization. J&K CABINETRY, at its sole discretion, may require an inspection 
of the allegedly defective product(s) before a repair or replacement is issued under this Limited War-
ranty.
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